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A distributed infrastructure to scale with the challenge

2

ELIXIR data infrastructure for 
Europe’s life science research 
sector

ELIXIR Nodes build local 
bioinformatics capacity 
throughout Europe

ELIXIR Nodes build on 
national strengths and 
priorities



ELIXIR Structure

Five technical platforms for 
Compute, Data, Tools, 
Interoperability, and Training

Complemented by Communities 
for Marine metagenomics, Plants 
sciences, Proteomics, 
Metabolomics, Galaxy, Human 
Data Communities (Rare diseases, 
Federated human data, Human 
copy number variation), 
Intrinsically Disordered Proteins 
and Microbial biotechnology





ELIXIR Staff Exchange Programme Empowering ELIXIR Nodes to measure and 
communicate their performance and impact
Date of submission: 1 October 2019 
Date of approval: 12 November 2019

Activities
1) Assess the ‘state of play’ (i.e. baseline) in the three Nodes, defining existing critical and other impact 
indicators and their audiences. 
3) Cross check the results with the existing frameworks (OECD and ESFRI), assessing what data exist
already, or could be collected, and how.
4) Cross analyze the results from different Nodes, and include other Nodes contributions to suggest a 
shared approach for impact assessment of the ELIXIR National nodes.
5) Elaborate lessons-learned, conclusions and recommendations.



State of the art- Methodologies
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Framework

IMPACT should be RACER (Relevant, Accepted, Credible, Easy to Monitor, Robust) 



Examples of indicators to measure impact assessment

Source: RI-Paths Workshop 
(June 2019, Cambridge) 



Delivery and expected outcomes

Main output=approach for impact assessment starting from
existing frameworks (OECD, ESFRI).

Delivery=national-level frameworks starting from the OECD and ESFRI indicator
lists customized to own needs and specificities.

Outcome=the lessons-learned, conclusions and recommendations useful to other
ELIXIR Nodes, and other life science research infrastructures.

In collaboration with the ELIXIR Hub=transfer new knowledge and experience
back to pan-European (ESFRI) and international policy forums (OECD), as well as
inform its own internal impact processes.



First assessment: Characterization of Impact Assessment in the Annual Reports of 
Research Infrastructures from the ESFRI Roadmap in 2018

The first ESFRI Roadmap of RI was produced in 2006. 

In 2018: 55 Research Infrastrutures (RI), 27 distributed, 25 are in Landmark status. 

From these, 13 produced annual reports (AR) in 2018. 

Analysing the 2018 annual report of the landscape distributed Ris:

• Several types of references that may be related to performance and impact can be retrieved. 

• These are dispersed throughout the different sections of the reports and sometimes are not measurable
indicators.

• RIs are not completely aware of the need to assess impact, most of the indicators retrieved account RIs
performance and not directly impact. 

• the OECD indicators are easier to identify and classify than those proposed by the ESFRI. 

• Among the OECD framework, scientific indicators are generalized over the considered reports. 

• All AR offer economic and technological indicators. Training indicators are not available in some AR

• The variation in indicators selected by the different research infrastrutures may be attributed to differences
in the RIs goals, mission and vision. 

• It is noteworthy that 3 (ICOS, CESSDA and ESS) from these 13 RIs recently produced Impact Assessment
reports. This is the next assessment. 


